SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES
INTRODUCTION
For the past two years the collaborative effort between the University of Poitiers and ARRADCOM has been concentrating on the physics of the shock front rise time (structure) in liquids.
Liquid water has been the primary vehicle for that study.
Recent success in obtaining optical reflectivity data for liquid nitromethane and in writing a more complete reflectivity theory (rereflection has now been included) have shifted the program's emphasis from the shock front rise time to the systematic differences observed in the shock front reflectivity of water and nitromethane (for assumed comparable rise times). This is the first report of the more complete theory and those systematic differences.
Any systematic difference between the shock front reflectivities of water and nitromethane could be very important from both fundamental and applied viewpoints.
The results presented in this report suggest the possibility that explosive-related chemistry is already occurring within the shock front thickness of liquid nitromethane, and that the effects of that chemistry can be observed in the optical reflectivity results.
Were such a possibility to become fact, one would have a new tool for observing and controlling detailed explosive properties in terms of molecular structure and composition.
From a fundamental point of view, the role of liquid structure and composition on shock front structure is fascinating in its own right.
MULTIPLE REFLECTION THEORY
In our previous work (ref 1 ) the effect of multiple reflections was neglected.
For large reflectivities (e.g., 20% at an 82° optical angle of incidence in water) such a neglect can lead to difficulties.
Multiple reflections are considered here by means of a perturbative approach.
Consider a differential region of varying indexes of refraction as shown figure 1. in In the absence of multiple reflections, the differential reflected amplitude is given by r « r -f(^a±t^9) ( 
1)
where 9 is the angle of incidence (measured with respect to the normal to the surface of dn), and the +, -signs refer to perpendicular, or parallel (to the plane of incidence) optical polarizations, respectively. 6n.
5n. 1+1 Sn. Incoming and reflected fields, E and E respectively, impinging on a slab of differential index of refraction 6n
, centered at Z, ., and of width AZ Applying equation 1 to both E and E r in figure 1 gives
Upon expanding terms such as E r (Z i+1 + ^ in equation 2,
gives to lowest order
Equation 4 simply says that, to lowest order, (E -E ) replaces E in equation 1 when rereflection is taken into account. This result could, of course, have been guessed.
Rewrite equation 4 as
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)i E r -^i»±"»^ (5) and make the transformations 
if f(Z) is taken to satisfy the differential equation
Thus, when (-f) is taken to be the reflected amplitude associated with unit amplitude input electric field, F may be viewed as the reflected amplitude associated with field strength G in a space where rereflection of F does not occur. That is the beauty of the transformation given by equation 6; one can solve for F exactly as in the simple case (ref 1) where multiple reflections are not important.
For a shock front beginning at Z = 0, the reflectivity, R, is given by
Thus F(0) and G(0) determine the reflectivity.
Poynting's theorem for the reflection problem being considered here can be written as Equation 10 becomes
Applying Snell's law, nsin9 = n^inQ^ to equation 12 gives 
Again, the foot of the shock front is assumed to begin at Z = 0, and again our problem is solved to first order in rereflection by simultaneously solving equa- 
so that integrating equation 8 from n to n gives , along with equations 21, 22, and 24, represents the final result of this section. To the algebraic order considered, the result is consistent with a first order correction for multiple reflections (i.e., for the presence of rereflectlon) and finite reflectivity (e.g., F(Z) in the right hand side of equation 12 taken to be non-zero).
The algebraic accuracy of equation 31 is such that inclusion of the next higher order term for R in equation 29 is equivalent to a 1% reflectivity calculational error when R = 0.2 (i.e. 20% reflection).
It is a fairly simple task to evaluate 1+ numerically by means of partitions and a cyclic computer program.
Indeed, a 19-partition Integration program was run on a TRS-80 handheld computer with each calculation point taking approximately 5 minutes.
The results of those calculations are shown and discussed in the next section.
The calculational error associated with 19 as compared 39 program steps throughout the entire range of experimental interest is less than 1%.
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS
The experimental data points shown in figures The experimental data points were obtained with the small light-gas canon facility at the University of Poitiers.
A stabilized argon laser operating at 4145A was used to illuminate the shock front, and an 8-mm diameter, 10-namosecond rise time, silicon photodiode was used to measure the calibrated reflectivity. The pressure determination (5.8 kbar in water and 6.0 kbar in nitromethane) was measured to within 5%, while the reflectivity record was read to within 10%.
The authors have previously compared (ref 1) experiment with theory (without multiple reflections) for water.
With multiple reflections ( fig. 2) , B < 0.1 fits the data fairly well, while a somewhat larger value of (3, , appears 1 to be necessary for the parallel to the plane-of-incidence optical polarization.
In the absence of multiple reflections, the theory fits both optical polarizations equally well (g < 0.1).
While it cannot be said at this time whether the difference in agreement between theory and experiment for the two optical polarizations in water has a real physical basis, in principle, the two optical polarizations should not quite "see" the same thing. sec for a shear wavelength of ~13A). The implication of that finite lifetime is the initial one-dimensional strain's becoming hydrostatic only after the shock front (i.e., after the shock plateau) has been reached.
The 0.4 x 10" 12 sec lifetime is consistent with a shock front rise time in water of ~10" 12 sec as has independently been determined (ref 4) from shock polarization theory and experiment.
Thus, the perpendicular optical polarization case (with E perpendicular to the direction of shock propagation), and the parallel polarization case (where EsinO is the component of E parallel to the direction of shock propagation) would not see" identical physical phenomena.
The data and theory (with rereflection included) for liquid nitromethane are shown In figure 3 .
The systematic loss of agreement between theory and experiment, for both polarizations, with Increasing angle of incidence (decreasing grazing angle) is clear and graphic.
The approximately 50% difference between theory and experiment at 8 degrees grazing angle is well beyond theoretical and experimental uncertainty and error.
The optical path length through the shock front is given by (2L/cos9) where L is the shock front thickness.
The systematic worsening of agreement between theory and experiment suggests the possible existence of an optical path length effect in the reflectivity measurements.
In turn, an optical path length effect 
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If (AR) 9 is taken as the difference between experimental and theoretical values for B 11 = 0.1 at 9 = 82°, then DISCUSSION 
AND CONCLUSIONS
The most striking aspect of the theoretical and experimental results presented in this report is the distinct difference between theoretical and experimental agreement for liquid water and liquid nitromethane.
While the agreement for water is not perfect, the agreement for nitromethane is clearly lacking in the absence of some angle of incidence dependent effect such as that proposed by equations 33 and 34.
Liquid nitromethane is an explosive and it seems reasonable to postulate explosive-related chemistry (although 6 kbar is approximately an order of magnitude less than room-temperature shock initiation pressure) as the mechanism for the a(T)h term of equation 34.
If the experimental-theoretical discrepancy shown in figure 3 can be attributed to explosive-related chemical effects, as seems very possible, the authors believe that the attribution would be a first for the physics of explosive (energetic) media.
If explosive-related chemistry is the mechanism for proposed thermal fluctuations, then the experimental-theoretical discrepancy should increase with increasing shock pressure. Time and further experiments will tell. Similarly a 10 o C shock-induced temperature change has a negligible effect on the theoretical predictions of equation 32.
